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Affiliate Marketing From A to Z



Your Definitive Guide to Becoming a Top Affiliate Marketer



Is affiliate marketing a good way to monetize your online business? It can be, when it's done properly.



Although they can become a great source of passive income, affiliate marketing programs are not about making boatloads of money — they're about promoting quality products that help your audience. And doing a poor job at the start will affect your long-term chances of success.



So, do you want to learn how to start affiliate marketing the right way? Great. We have the definitive guide, right here, step by step.



Let's start at the beginning.













What Is Affiliate Marketing? Our Working Definition







There are two kinds of affiliate marketing:



1) You have a product of your own you want to sell.
You pay other people to promote and sell your product. If they make a sale, you pay them a commission. You decide the amount of commission you're willing to pay.


2) You don't have a product of your own.
 You find a third party's product that fits your niche, and recommend it to your potential customers. In return, the product owner pays you a commission. The commission is set by the product owner or affiliate network.



Any credible affiliate marketing program has two main aims:


	To promote good quality products that enhance the life of potential customers
	To increase sales for both the product owner and the affiliate — the person promoting the product.



Done properly, it can be a very powerful marketing technique. Done badly, it can spell disaster for your online business.
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How Does Affiliate Marketing Work?



Both types of affiliate marketing start at the same point: your potential customer.


	You identify a problem, need or desire with which she needs help
	You use your knowledge, experience and expertise to assess which product would solve that problem, or meet that need / desire.



If you have your own product, you create an affiliate program by…


	Spending time making sure your product idea is something your audience will want, by asking anyone and everyone what they think
	Analyzing the competition
	Refining your product accordingly, and creating it
	Inviting influencers in your niche to review the product
	Finding affiliate partners to promote and sell it.



You earn money by the sale of the product, less the percentage paid to the affiliate.



Sound a little scary? Perhaps you want an affiliate source that will give you a more passive role.



Then you need to look at becoming an affiliate yourself, by promoting other people's products. Here's how:


	Join a genuine, high quality affiliate program selling products that relate to your niche.
	Search for a high quality product that solves the problem or meets the needs of your potential customer.
	If possible, use the product yourself; if not, review other people's experience.
	Write a comprehensive product review that includes your unique affiliate link, or…
	Include the affiliate link where appropriate in an article about a related topic.



You earn a commission whenever someone clicks through on your link and buys a product.



Since there's no need to create a product, affiliate marketing is an easier monetization model to start with.









The Benefits of Affiliate Marketing



Have you heard of the term “passive income”?



It's what most people trying to get off the hamster wheel of a 9 - 5 job want to achieve. It's income that flows into your bank account while you sleep.



Affiliate marketing can certainly bring passive income, but if you think it frees you from the tedium of having to do much work yourself, you need to think again. It's dependent on building trust, and that takes time and effort.



And if you're using your own product to make affiliate sales, there's all the work pre-sale, of course.



Does affiliate marketing using other people's products — which is where most beginners start — have benefits? Absolutely! Is affiliate marketing worth it for retirement income? Definitely. Consider these benefits…


	Low risk: No need to spend anything up front, unless you intend to buy the product (which can pay dividends)
	Easy to do: No worries about creating a product, customer service, or shipping
	Solopreneur-friendly: No need to employ additional staff
	Scalable: Promote one product to start, and grow your earnings as you add more.



And the Drawbacks of Being an Affiliate Marketer?


	You're reliant on traffic. No traffic, no sales
	Building trust enough to sell takes time and effort
	You have no control over commission rates, which can be as low as 1%
	You may come across poorly structured affiliate programs.



Think you can manage those pros and cons? Great! Let's keep moving forward.










"People don't care about your business, they care about their problems. Be the solution that they are looking for." - Melanie Dodaro











Affiliate Marketing Definitions



Let's get a common understanding of some words and phrases you'll see used in the world of affiliate marketing.



Merchant:


Sometimes also called the vendor, creator, seller or retailer. Some of these will be very familiar to you. You've probably bought something from this one, for example:
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But it doesn't have to be a large company -- it may be an individual or a very small company who has a great product to sell. You form a relationship and set up a private affiliate scheme. The creator is responsible for producing and shipping the product, just like Amazon.



For example, take a look at “Rent the Chicken”:
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It began as a small concern, making an additional income for a homesteading family. It's now grown as an affiliate product. Sign up as an affiliate and “rent” chicken incubators, fertile eggs or laying hens to schools, or hens to families. The original product creator couple do the rest.



Affiliate:


Also called affiliate marketer, associate, or publisher. An affiliate finds a product that fits her online business and promotes it, usually on her website or blog. She does such a good job that the site visitor clicks through and buys. The affiliate earns a commission.
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Consumer:


The person who buys the product. Without consumers, there is no affiliate marketing.



The consumer is won over by the affiliate marketer building trust and promoting products that the consumer feels (yes, that's right -- feels) is going to make her life easier, happier, safer.



Affiliate Network: 


Also known as affiliate aggregators, affiliate networks are a kind of database for affiliate programs.



Affiliate networks act as intermediaries between you and the program. The network holds all your information — including programs joined, money earned, and statistics.



Now that you've learned what affiliate marketing is and how it works, here are the steps to get started.









Step 1: Choose an Affiliate Marketing Program



Let's recap. What's the difference between an affiliate program and a network? And does it matter?



An affiliate program is a standalone platform — Amazon, for example -— that has products for sale that fit the needs of your online business customers.



An affiliate network, or aggregator, is a central place where companies offering affiliate partnerships gather. The downside is: there are a lot of companies. The bonus is: there are a lot of companies.



You have a wide variety of choice. Within that variety, though, will be affiliates who are lower quality than your potential customers deserve.



It's your job to sort the wheat from the chaff.



We've covered the best place to start in our article on the best affiliate marketing programs for beginners.



Does it matter whether you choose a single platform or a network? No. The critical issue here is that you choose a platform and a product that fit your online visitor's needs.



Which Are the Most Popular Programs?



They're not difficult to find. A search for “affiliate programs” or “affiliate networks” in your niche will bring back dozens of results.



The Most Popular Affiliate Programs:


	Amazon Associates: By far the largest affiliate platform. Huge number of products, easy to join program, known and trusted worldwide. On the downside, commissions are low and you have to join the different Amazon programs for individual countries and reach the payment threshold for each of them
	eBay Partners: One billion listings to choose from, allowing you to promote a wide range of new and used products in every niche. Be aware of bad sellers who offer low quality, knock-off products. Another drawback is the short cookie duration. You only earn when a person purchases within 24 hours of clicking on your link 
	
	Fiverr: Called the "Amazon of digital services," Fiverr lets you promote millions of online services in 250+ categories, from graphic design to programming to writing, and everything in between. Commissions are relatively high, but you won't get paid for sales to existing customers
	Leadpages, Convertkit: are you in a digital marketing niche? These platforms are well thought of, easy to join, and have products your customers may love.





Enter your niche keyword plus “affiliate” into a search engine. You may be surprised at the opportunities that arise.



Or be bold! Contact the owner of a product you know and love, and ask if they have an affiliate program. If not, ask if they'd be prepared to launch one in partnership with you.



Don't be shy — small business owners are often happy to have a place to advertise and sell their products or services!



The Most Popular Affiliate Networks:


	AWIN: One of the largest and oldest affiliate networks, AWIN allows you to partner with a huge number of companies and market places, including big names like Etsy, Viator and Hewlett Packard
	CJ by Conversant: Formerly Commission Junction, CJ promotes high end products, with an exacting application process. It's a platform for more experienced affiliate marketers
	ClickBank: A diverse marketplace hosting thousands of products and services. Downside? Many are poor quality — it can take more time and effort to find something you'd be proud to sell than it takes on other platforms
	Impact (or Impact Radius): This relatively young network offers a wide range of categories to choose from and modern, user friendly features
	Rakuten Marketing Affiliates: An award-winning platform with excellent affiliate support and some large brands
	ShareASale: Not the greatest looking platform, but full of individualistic merchants who may have slightly quirky products in your niche




How to Know Which Affiliate Marketing Programs to Join



How do you decide which affiliate program is the best for your niche?



Here's the wrong question to ask: “What are the highest paying affiliate programs?” High-paying does not necessarily mean high quality. Yes, it may be nice for you in the short term to earn a high commission.



But in the long term? Sell your customer a dud and you've lost a loyal fan. She'll never come back to your site — and she'll warn all her friends.



And the right question? “Does this affiliate program give my site visitor the best possible product to help solve the problem she has, or the need or desire she wants to satisfy? Will it genuinely make her life better / safer / healthier?”



Have you ever seen a recommendation in a forum, or seen an ad for a bright, shiny new product and thought “Yay, the answer to all my woes!”? It's easy to feel like that with affiliate programs.



So many programs, offering so many products! Like a kid in a candy shop, you're champing at the bit to run after them all. This could be the program that changes your life — forever!



Or not.



It's critical to assess the programs you're considering joining. Don't be seduced by every bright, shining product. Many will turn out to be coal, not diamonds.



So choose wisely. Don't overload yourself. You don't need dozens of affiliate programs to make a profit. Choose one. Concentrate on being the best you can be for your customers with whatever that one has to offer.



Then, and only then, move on to another.



But how do you know which are the best for your niche? Where do you start?



Do you go for a network like ShareASale, with a huge selection of affiliates? Or is a large program like Amazon better? Or a small affiliate like Rent the Chicken? Here's the thing...



It doesn't matter. 



Because there's something far more critical than the type of program to consider when making a decision about which to join. What is it?



Simple. Stand in the shoes of your customers. Carefully examine the programs you're about to join, the products you're about to sell.



Would you buy them for yourself? Would they help your potential customers? More importantly, would you be proud to sell them to your grandmother?



That's the bottom line. You need to have pride in what you're selling.



So take time. Visit the websites of the products or services you're considering using. Do they have an affiliate program? Opt into it. What are the products like? How about customer service?



What would be the experience as a customer? Is that how you would want to be treated? Is it how you'd want your grandmother to be treated?



If not -- leave it alone. If your grandmother would be delighted -- go for it!



How to Know Which Affiliate Marketing Programs Not to Join



Wondering how to tell the difference between a scam and a bona fide program?



Simple. Here's what to avoid.
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Before joining any affiliate marketing platform, take time to do your due diligence. It's a red flag if you see…


	“I made $1,000 overnight!” or other get rich quick statements
	a high-end product that's totally irrelevant to your audience
	no “deep links” – you're only able to link to the company, but not to individual products
	poor customer service reports – check social media for an accurate representation of customer satisfaction
	reports of credit card fraud.



Always, always avoid making those kinds of mistakes yourself!










"Stand in the shoes of your customers. Carefully examine the programs you're about to join, the products you're about to sell."











Step 2: Choose Affiliate Marketing Products to Promote



You've chosen your affiliate network and/or program. You're happy they target your niche, and you're safe in the knowledge that they treat their customers well.



Because if they don't, it's not the network or the program that will receive the complaints. It's you. You're the one who promised they'd be fine. You're the one your site visitors will remember.



So be sure, before you move on, that you have the right platform. Only then move on to considering what is the right product.



Here's that wrong question again: “How much money can I make as an affiliate marketer for this product?”



No, no, no!



It's not about you! Yes, you've heard it here before. It's about your potential customer!



What's the right question? “How do the features of this product answer the problems my customer has?”



Here's how to choose your product:


	Ask the question of your audience on forums, in newsletters, on social media — wherever they are: “What's the biggest problem you face as a cat owner / quilter / migraine sufferer / traveler to far-away places?”
	Follow up with this question: “Have you tried to find a solution to this problem? If so, did it work? If not, why not?”
	Now ask yourself this question: “Which product have I used / do I have knowledge of that would address this problem?”
	And follow up with this question: “What features of this product address the difficulties involved in this problem?”



If the answers come back “I'm not sure,” forget the product. Move on. Find something else that does answer the questions.



Your goal is to find a product or service that will unlock a door for your potential customers. At present, the door is locked and bolted. They cannot see any way through.



Your job is to unlock that door and guide them through to the other side.



It doesn't matter that your chicken-keeper audience has rats and needs to stop them from bringing disease into the coop. Or that your traveling audience wants to know the best places to visit in Phuket, where they've always longed to visit but have never quite dared -- until now.



The process is always the same:


	Analyze the problem or need.
	Find a high quality product that you genuinely know will help solve that problem or meet that need. If possible, choose a product you have used yourself, or are able to provide evidence from others that they have used.
	Describe it in such a way as to make your audience sure that this product is exactly what they've been looking for, but not been able to find.
	Be sure to talk about the drawbacks, as well as the benefits.



That is the way to get the affiliate click. 



Never, ever try to fool your audience. Never choose a product simply because it earns a high affiliate commission. Your credibility will be shot.



Be sure that you'll be able to speak to your visitors with confidence, as an unbiased reviewer who has their best interests at heart. You're not a high-pressure salesperson who wants to make a quick buck.



And always be sure that the product you're selling is genuinely what they need.



Get personal. Be open. Be authentic. Build trust.



Because without trust, your life as an affiliate marketer is over before it has a chance to get started. 









Step 3: Create an Affiliate Marketing Website



So far, we've learned:


	What affiliate marketing is, how it works, and what its benefits and drawbacks are
	How to assess the best affiliate marketing programs, and find those that best fit our niche
	Which products are most likely to appeal to our audience in answering a problem, or satisfying a need or desire.



Now, we need to promote it. The first step?



Without a website, you don't have a credible platform. Can you do affiliate marketing without a website?



Some would say it's possible using only social platforms. But it's a matter of trust. And that trust is best built on a website, where your audience benefits from your free, high quality content, and your established authority.



You're more likely to succeed with a platform that offers all the tools, guidance and support to help you develop a successful online business from scratch.



Using those assets, create an affiliate marketing website focused on a niche for which you have passion and understanding, written using your own knowledge and experience, and always having your site visitor in mind.



Spend time building content that resonates with your site visitors, and turns them into fans who not only return to your website, but encourage others to visit.



Watch the snowball grow into an avalanche of traffic. That's what you need to be a successful affiliate marketer.



Traffic. People who trust you. Only when you have that traffic can you think about how you're going to promote the affiliate product you've carefully chosen. Because without traffic, you don't have anyone to buy.



We've been helping people just like you succeed in building high-traffic online businesses for more than 20 years -- and we can prove it!



So let's assume you have that traffic. Now what?









Step 4: Promote Your Affiliate Products



There are many ways to promote your affiliate products and start earning commissions. Here are the 10 most effective strategies.



1. Write Affiliate Product Reviews.



Learn how to write product reviews that generate sales in this step-by-step guide.



In the meantime, here are the basic steps:


	Choose a product as outlined above — preferably one you've used, or one that someone you know and trust can give you information about.
	Identify the language your audience uses to describe their pain, or need.
	Reflect that pain in the same or similar language in a product review.
	Empathize — “I had that problem, too” — and explain how this product helped.
	Detail the features of the product, and explain how each is a benefit in terms of solving the problem, or meeting the need.
	Remember a call to action: “Buy this product!”



Writing product reviews for even small items can be time-consuming. But remember: it's passive income. Write it once, and leave it to convert potential customers to purchasers. Update product reviews at least annually for best results.



2. Blogging: Writing Content for Affiliate Marketing.



This is much the same as writing product reviews, except the article content may have a wider focus. So where a product review is a standalone article about a single product, the blog content for affiliate marketing is more likely to be contained in a “story-telling” blog post.



It may (or may not) contain links to several affiliate products within the same post, in which case each product description will be more concise.



This blog post, for example, by SBI! member Cath Andrews, contains an affiliate reference in the text of a discussion post.
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3. Affiliate Product Comparisons



Instead of one review of one product, compare two or more products of the same type.



This strategy is used by some of the largest brands — because it's effective. It's effective because potential customers on the edge of purchasing will often have two or more products in mind. Helping them decide between products is likely to result in a sale.



This type of review can work well as a quick summary of a product's pros and cons, helping the reader decide between similar items across the same, or different, brands.



You may have seen examples of this on Amazon. Starting with a review of each product, it summarizes with a recap of key features.
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Use categories that you know will help your audience view the product as a potential answer to their problems, and list them in a table for quick reference.



4. “How-To” Tutorials of Affiliate Products



Do you have a product that could benefit from an explanation? If a site visitor is searching for an item that she thinks may be a little complex, an explanation of how to use it can help move her to purchase.



After all, it proves you have the item, and it shows you know how to use it. Now she has somewhere to come if she can't work it out when the goods are delivered!



Here's an example: tutorials are used as an imaginative way of encouraging the audience to purchase a particular brand of chicken egg candling equipment.



What better way to demonstrate the product than by promoting a sense of excitement as the audience watches the chick embryo grow, day by day?
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Solving the problem of “how do I candle eggs safely,” at the same time it demonstrates both the affiliate's authority and the benefit of the product.



Win-win.



What product could you promote with a “how-to” tutorial?



5. Email Marketing of Affiliate Products



Do you have a mailing list? Use it to promote your affiliate products.



With one important caveat.



Do not put affiliate links directly into the email. Doing so may (and with Amazon Associates, definitely will) put you in violation of the merchant's terms and conditions.



Don't risk it. Instead, link your readers back to a product review page on your website. For example, this link leads to a product review about rat traps:
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You don't need a huge number of subscribers to make email marketing of your affiliate products worthwhile.



Are you confident about segmenting your subscriber list? Great! Target specific groups around topics you know they're interested in.



And if you don't have a list — create one, now. It's an important asset over which you have control.



6. Automated Courses as an Affiliate Marketing Tool



Linked to, but different from, email marketing, here's how automated courses work:


	Starting where we always start — with our site visitor — identify a problem or a need.
	Examples might be a course about how to toilet train a puppy, or how to become a successful online business owner. Or, in the example below, how to successfully hatch chicks.
	Create a written course in (for example) six steps that solves the problem or meets the need. Host the course on your website or blog, and create emails that link to and add content to the six website articles.
	Use an automated email system to send out the emails at whatever interval you consider appropriate.
	During the course, refer to affiliate products you might use: puppy training pads, or an email provider, for example. Link to the product reviews on your website.
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	At the end of the course, offer access to a more detailed course about the same subject. Make clear that you will also consider affiliates to promote and sell your course, for a commission.



What about promotion away from your website or blog?



7. The Role of Podcasts in Affiliate Marketing Promotion



Why not talk about your affiliate product? If you already have a podcast, it's an ideal marketing platform. If you don't, consider creating one.



And if you don't have time for a podcast series, consider creating audio to host on your website.



What should it contain? Here are some ideas to get you started:


	Interview someone who uses the product or service.
	Have a discussion with someone who uses the product, if you also use it.
	Interview the person who created or sells the product.



Or appear on someone else's podcast to promote your own affiliate product!



Jeff Sieh, of Manly Pinterest Tips, uses podcasts to promote other people's affiliate products -- in this case Cara Chace's membership site.
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8. How to Promote Affiliate Products on Social Media



Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter — where are your audience? Social platforms can provide a great launching-pad for affiliate product sales.



Facebook: Most useful for promoting affiliate links within your own Facebook group (not a business page where your reach will be lower) where you have built up a community of fans not just interested in, but committed to, your niche.



Instagram: if you have a young audience, Instagram may be the place for your affiliate marketing, particularly in the fashion niche. “Shoppable Posts” on Instagram make promoting affiliate products simple. In addition, Hootsuite's statistics show that…


	60% of Instagrammers say they discover products on the platform.
	75% of users take action such as visiting a website after viewing a post.



Pinterest: according to their own statistics


	431 million people use Pinterest every month to find ideas and inspire their next purchase
	85% of Pinners say Pinterest is where they go to start a new project
	97% of top Pinterest searches are unbranded
	80% of weekly Pinners have discovered a new brand or product on Pinterest



Twitter: engaging with others is the way forward with Twitter affiliate sales promotions. And then use hashtags to Tweet out your affiliate and your promotional post or, as in this case, video.
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Speaking of which…



9. YouTube's Role in Affiliate Marketing



Back to tutorials again, but this time as a video on your YouTube channel with links to your website-based affiliate product review in the description. Adding a direct affiliate link on YouTube is a grey area — and never be tempted by advice on the web to cloak affiliate links. It could result in your account being closed.



What works well on YouTube?
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	“Walk through” videos: you don't appear on the video but demonstrate the features of a product
	“Unboxing” videos: video yourself taking the product from its wrapping and show what comes bundled with it.
	“How to” videos: recording yourself using a product demonstrates that you do own and use it.



10. How to Use Webinars in Affiliate Marketing Promotion



What better way to engage your audience than by hosting a live webinar to demonstrate a product or explain a service. Use free platforms such as Google Hangouts, YouTube Live or Facebook Live. Here's how:


	Prepare what you want to say. Know the main features of the product or service and list them.
	Practice what you're going to say. Recording yourself on your mobile device is a good way to spot what you need to clean up.
	Advertise your webinar in your newsletter, on social media, and to friends and family (at least you'll know you have some participants!).
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	Be prepared for a question and answer session.
	Record the webinar and place the recording on your website.
	If you use slides, re-purpose them after the webinar — use them as a lead magnet for your newsletter, for example.



And there you have it. Ten ways to promote your affiliate products. We're not quite finished yet, though.









Affiliate Marketing Tips



Here are some final tips to follow as you build your online business and become a successful affiliate marketer.



Legal and Ethical Best Practices



Always remember to disclose to your audience that your post contains affiliate links. It's irrelevant where your product is being promoted — the law is the same.



Look on it positively: full disclosure will likely increase trust. Your followers know you're being transparent in your marketing.



Learn About Search Engine Optimization



Affiliate marketing depends on attracting traffic. In order to do that, you need some basic understanding of SEO -- or the right coaching to help you learn.



Paid Ad Strategies



When your affiliate marketing begins to make money, you will be able to invest some of your profit in pay per click advertising.



Facebook ads, Google ads, Pinterest promoted pins -- the possibilities are out there. But they're only relevant once you're making money.



Testing and Tracking



Tracking how your affiliate products are doing is critical to growth. What's working? Do more of it. What's not? Stop doing that.



Start Your Own Affiliate Program



Creating your own affiliate product is an advanced strategy, but certainly worth bearing in mind once you increase your confidence in and knowledge of affiliate marketing. Here's everything you need to know about starting your own affiliate program.









Wrapping Up



So there we have it — everything you need to know to get started with affiliate marketing, including:


	The meaning of “affiliate programs” and their pros and cons
	How to choose an affiliate marketing program
	How to choose affiliate products
	10 ways to promote those products
	Extra tips to help you succeed long-term.


If you find yourself struggling to move out of the research phase and into the actual publishing of affiliate driven posts, go through Miles Beckler's affiliate marketing crash course for beginners. It's sure to inspire and motivate you into taking action.


Moving forward



You have brief information about 11 potential affiliate programs or networks here. But it would be a massive mistake to try to use all of them at once.



To help you start on the right foot, we've put together our four top picks with research and information on choosing the best one for your online business. Each of the programs featured in our free download has been in business for 20 years or more, with a consistent track record and solid reputation.



Don't hold back. You have an affiliate marketer in you. Your customers are waiting.
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Online Business Failing? Fix It or Drop It!






The statistics on solopreneur success are dismal. SBI! increases your chances of success by more than 100x!



The biggest dilemma of the failing solopreneur is figuring out whether to give up or not. No one wants to quit too soon. And no one wants to spend good time after bad. It's a tough problem. Here is the perfect solution...



Use SBI!. Start from the very beginning of the process. "Pretend" to start over. Follow our "Action Guide" and use the tools to the 5th of 10 steps. You will be sure of which road to take...



    🚫 Flawless research with objective tools uncovers fundamental errors that are either not fixable, or not worth fixing. This is almost always due to inadequate upfront preparation and research. Start over, this time using SBI!.



    ✅ You find fixable problems with your online business. Work your way through the rest of the Action Guide, making changes as needed. Your fortunes will turn.



Bottom Line: If your online business is failing, either close this window and keep reading about SBI!, or try SBI! now, risk-free (or, if you use WordPress, read more about SBI! for WP).
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Auto-Updating






The Internet changes fasssst. Most changes are not relevant to doing business online, but many bloggers are quick to comment and to recommend changes.



The noise is intense and it can cost you a lot of misspent time, and not just by trying to read it all. You can lose a ton of time when you follow poor or premature recommendations (especially if they turn out to hurt your business).



Major new developments? We are as proud of being followers (when watchful waiting is the wise course) as we are to be first-to-market when we are 100% sure that something new is both important and will "stick" (e.g., first to update our site-building software to automatically create sitemap files).



We'll provide a few more examples when you close this message, but the bottom line is this...



SBI!'s driving mission is to enable you to succeed. It starts with the perfect all-in-one process/tools/guidance/help business-building solution. Its effectiveness is multiplied by enabling you to focus 100% of your time on your business, period. In practical terms...


	Process: You don't have to read the ton of new information on search, social, mobile, etc. We do that. We incorporate both the big changes and the occasional golden nugget, when we know that it will "stick."For example, "Growth Hacking" is now integrated into the Action Guide. Use it to reduce risk when starting up and to accelerate your business growth.

	Tools: You never have to update a plugin. Software updates just "happen" and everything works. New tools are added, once again on an "as needed" basis, at no extra cost, nothing for you to do.
	Guidance: Forum answers are reviewed. Bad information is "red-inked" as being advice not to follow. We don't censor opinion, but we do let you know when we believe advice is counter-productive. We'll also provide the correct course of action if someone else does not.



In short, auto-updating delivers 100% business-focused efficiency. SBI! saves you hundreds of hours per year, time that you put into your business!



Doing it right and staying focused are why SBIers succeed way more often than other solopreneurs.
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SiteSell.com, SBI! for WP, Brainstorm It!, Tai, Shelly, Make Your Site Sell!, MYSS!, Make Your Knowledge Sell!, MYKS!, Make Your Price Sell!, MYPS!, Make Your Words Sell!, MYWS!, Site Build It!, Solo Build It!, SBI!, SBI! 2.0, SBI! 3.0, BlockBuilder 2, BB2, Make Your Net Auction Sell!, MYNAS!, Make Your Content PREsell!, MYCPS!, Make Your Links Work!, MYLW!, 5 Pillar Affiliate Program, SiteSell Affiliate Program, SiteSell Professionals, SiteSell Services, SBI! Coaching, and SiteSell Education are trademarks or trade names of SiteSell Inc.

All rights reserved.
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The 90 Day "Confidence of Success" Guarantee:
Try SBI! First, Make Your Final Decision Later






[image: Ken Evoy]

Ken Evoy,

CEO & Founder

SiteSell Inc.



No product is perfect for everyone. I only want you to use SBI! if it's right for you. You likely feel the same.



If you're like me, you tend to delay important decisions because you're not 100% sure. Have you noticed how you only truly become 100% sure after you purchase and use a product?



At SiteSell, we not only recognize this, we encourage it! We want you to take full advantage of the 90 Day Guarantee!



Use it as your free Confidence of Success trial. Purchase SBI! and make a final decision after putting it to the test...


	[image: ] Try it. Simply follow the Action Guide. 
	[image: ] Pick the perfect niche and register your domain name. 
	[image: ] Build your business with the right process and tools. 
	[image: ] Enjoy the rewards... growing profits and equity. 



If you decide it's not for you, simply tell us.



We Will Refund You Immediately!


	

[image: ] No strings. Better, actually...


You can keep the domain name that you register at our expense. It's our thank you for permitting us to introduce SBI! to you. 
	

[image: ] No time limits on the annual subscription!


Ask for your money back anytime... SiteSell will refund you 100% within the first 90 days of purchase of your annual subscription, and on a pro-rata basis after that. 
	

[image: ] What about the monthly subscription?


Ask for your money back within the first 90 days of your initial monthly purchase... SiteSell will refund you 100% (up to 3 months!). 



There Is Literally Zero Fine Print!



No ifs, ands or buts. There is no "fine print." You can be 100% absolutely, positively sure that we will honor this guarantee.



Since 1997, SiteSell has built a rock-solid reputation of honesty, quality and service. We work with individuals of all ages (over 30,000 customers!), institutes of higher learning, existing businesses of all sizes, and vendors who all know that we mean every word we say.



This guarantee is no exception.



If you ever feel that we haven't lived up to this promise and guarantee, report it to us on the Solo Build It! Facebook page in front of our hundreds of thousands of fans and happy customers.



The Bottom Line?



Try SBI! for 90 days. If it isn't right for you, let us know.

We will immediately honor your refund request, no questions asked.
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